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Extended Reality (XR) systems (which encapsulate AR, VR and MR) is an emerging field which enables the development of novel

visualization and interaction techniques. To develop and to assess such techniques, researchers and designers have to face choices in

terms of which development tools to adopt, and with very little information about how such tools support some of the very basic

tasks for information visualization, such as selecting data items, linking and navigating. As a solution, we propose Flex-ER, a flexible

web-based environment that enables users to prototype, debug and share experimental conditions and results. Flex-ER enables users to

quickly switch between hardware platforms and input modalities by using a JSON specification that supports both defining interaction

techniques and tasks at a low cost. We demonstrate the flexibility of the environment through three task design examples: brushing,

linking and navigating. A qualitative user study suggest that Flex-ER can be helpful to prototype and explore different interaction

techniques for immersive analytics.

CCS Concepts: · Human-centered computing → User studies; Empirical studies in HCI; Empirical studies in visualization;

Mixed / augmented reality; Virtual reality.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Immersive analytics is an emerging field, that provides new opportunities and challenges for data visualizations. Recent

applications include trajectory visualization [30], network visualization [15], and geographic visualization [65]. The

development of this field is supported by recent advances in eXtended Reality systems (XR), that encapsulate Augmented

Reality, Virtual Reality, and Mixed Reality. Affordable hardware platforms, such as VR head-mounted displays, head

mounted augmented reality devices or mobile phones, now use powerful processors that can render high resolution

images at high frame rates. However, even if some empirical studies have compared interaction techniques for immersive

analytics [5, 53], it remains a challenge to evaluate the capabilities of these platforms [42]. No clear design guidelines

exist yet, making it difficult for a designer to choose which tool to use for various tasks.
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Fig. 1. Schematic pipeline of Flex-ER depicting the components considered.

Most immersive analytics applications include some sort of interaction technique, to support tasks such as navigation,

selection, or filtering. However, these applications do not always evaluate these interaction techniques, and the existing

evaluation results are often tied to specific hardware and software platforms. In a recent survey on immersive analytics

(IA), the second major challenge presented by Fonnet and Prie [26], "Coverage towards best practices", focuses on the

need for sharing IA user experiences and the lack of evaluations targeting low-level tasks. Furthermore, given the

empirical evidence of perceptual differences between devices [16], we argue that there is a need for replicating user

study results to advance the burgeoning field of immersive analytics.

We introduce Flex-ER, an environment designed to ease sharing immersive analytics interaction techniques and

user studies. Flex-ER enables users to prototype, test and conduct user studies for immersive data analytics. It groups

the definition of the data visualization, the interaction techniques and the experimental tasks in different components

using a single JSON file, inspired by the Vega specification [58]. It is based on a modular approach and relies on the

WebVR technology, to enable users to choose from a wide array of platforms to test the interaction techniques and

the visualizations, while keeping the same tasks, all in the same interface. We expect Flex-ER to alleviate the burden

of having to design new experimental platforms, and to create a common ground to evaluate immersive interactive

visualizations across devices.

In summary, the contributions of this paper, framed according to toolkit goals [37] are:

• a JSON specification to define the data, interaction techniques and tasks for IA user studies, designed to reduce

authoring time and complexity;

• Flex-ER, a user interface designed to ease the prototyping and debugging of user studies defined by the JSON

specification, that aims at enabling replication and creative exploration of experimental conditions;

• an application programming interface (API) to extend the JSON specification;

• a preliminary user evaluation to assess the utility of Flex-ER environment based on a demonstration and a system

walk-through.

2 RELATEDWORK

2.1 Authoring interactive visualizations

There has been a lot of recent efforts to facilitate authoring visualizations. For example, the data-driven guides [31]

and Lyra [56] enable users to create 2D visualizations without needing to write code. VegaLite [57] introduces a

declarative grammar that describes visualizations. Reactive Vega [58] extends this model by adding interaction and
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view composition. Other examples that support data interactions are Tableau, ggplot and d3 [7]. VizDock [13] enables

users to add interaction to web-based visualization using a toolbar.

Some of the approaches mentioned above have inspired toolkits designed specifically for visualizing data in extended

reality. IATK [14], DXR [59] and VRIA [10] are based on grammars of graphics to define immersive visualizations, using

either Unity or web-based technologies. PapARVis Designer [12] enables creating augmented static visualizations.

Glance [25] is a toolkit to create graphics based visualizations. The focus of these toolkits is to facilitate the design of

immersive visualizations. Flex-ER also supports defining a set of basic visualizations but its main goal is to support

defining and sharing user studies comparing immersive interaction techniques and visualizations, rather than supporting

a wide range of visualization types. More generally, some general purpose lower level APIs such as Three.js or its

lower entity abstraction layer A-frame, Babylon.js or advanced game engines such as Unity enable creating immersive

visualizations.

High level specifications have also been explored to describe interaction techniques, based for example on data-flows

[48]. Unit [48] abstracts the interaction layer from an application by specifying the dataflow. Broll et al. [9] present a

component based infrastructure to prototype interactive AR applications. Aside from data flows, the state machine

approach plays an important role when defining interactions [3, 6, 49]. Flex-ER takes inspiration from these approaches,

extending them to include experimental tasks.

2.2 Designing user studies for information visualization

Several researchers propose guidelines to design user studies for information visualization. For example, the nested

model for information visualization suggests [44] that the evaluation depends on the abstraction level, and divides the

visualization design and evaluation into four layers. Lam et al.,[36] present seven scenarios of different visualization

evaluations. More recently, Elmqvist and Yi propose a series of patterns to better evaluate visualizations [19]. They

classify a visualization evaluation as quantitative or qualitative. Quantitative studies use performance measures such as

error and time. Among these patterns, some are specially adapted to controlled user studies, and thus work well as use

cases for Flex-ER. For example, Factor Mining and Trial Mining address the problem of deciding which trials and factors

to include in a user study. The pattern Pilot Study is also relevant as it consists of conducting multiple pilot studies to

correctly choose some study’s parameters.

Several other systems aim at supporting researchers in the creation and administration of user studies. For example,

Englund et al., [20] introduce a system to design crowdsourced studies for scientific visualization. They also include

data processing and presentation. Turton et al.,[61] present ETK a web-based set of modules to design and conduct

visualization perception user studies. Evalbench [1] is a library to conduct visualization evaluations. Touchstone [41] is

a system to help researchers design user studies in HCI. Touchstone2 [18] extends the concepts enabling users to test

trade-offs when designing experiments. NexP [43] helps beginners design user studies for HCI. MRAT [47] enables

experiment designers to collect and visualize data coming from interaction techniques developed in Unity, and test

them using diverse tasks without coding. Another possible approach is the use of TestBeds, which have successfully

been used for evaluating virtual reality selection and manipulation techniques [8, 52].

All of these tools ease designing or conducting user studies in specific scenarios. However, none of them target

specifically immersive analytics interaction techniques. Flex-ER is built around components specific to IA studies, to

facilitate manipulating and combining them.
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Comparing Environments Comparing Visualizations Comparing Interaction Techniques
[5], [15], [64], [28], [24], [34], [33],

[29], [63], [21], [22]
[65], [67], [64], [62], [35], [39],

[34], [33], [66], [11]
[53], [66], [17], [60]

Table 1. Categorization of existing IA user studies.

2.3 Studies in Mixed Reality

There is a plethora of interaction techniques for mixed reality that have been subject to user studies. A comprehensive

review of selection techniques can be found in Argelaguet et al. [4]. We focus here specifically on studies addressing

immersive analytic applications.

We review existing user studies targeting immersive analytics and categorize them according to their goal: comparing

environments, visualization or interaction techniques, as presented in the results of the study. We selected the papers

based on keyword searches containing "user study", "empirical", "immersive visualization" and "immersive analytics". We

only kept papers that provided some kind of interaction in the evaluated visualizations and that are less than 10 years

old. This resulted in 23 papers listed in Table 1. Most of the reviewed papers either compare devices or visualization

designs. The most frequent environments are Virtual Reality, present in 17 papers, and Desktop, present in 12 papers.

When comparing environments the most frequent comparison is VR vs Desktop. When comparing visualization or

interaction techniques, most studies consider only one environment. Furthermore, all these studies only consider one

hardware and environment setup. For example, they only use one specific type of VR headset. Regarding interaction

techniques, the most frequent interaction techniques are, according to Yi et al. [68] classification, for selecting and

exploring the data. Only 8 studies propose interaction techniques to reconfigure and 4 to abstract/elaborate and filter.

3 CHALLENGES

Based on the literature review (Section 2) and our experience designing user studies, we address two challenges to ease

the creating, testing and conducting of user studies in immersive analytics.

C1 - Replicability: The review of existing studies showcase an interest for comparing interaction techniques and

visualizations across environments to assess the benefits and drawbacks of different devices. Nevertheless, most of these

studies only consider one hardware and one software setup, or do not test all available environments. Furthermore,

the code to conduct the experiment is rarely shared. In order to facilitate reproducing the results, it should be easy to

share the experiment setting. Furthermore, to facilitate reusing user studies, for example, to test internal validity [23], it

should be easy to adapt existing user studies to other environments, visualizations and interaction techniques, through

a modular approach.

C2 - Task Oriented: The interaction techniques supported in the visualizations considered in the reviewed studies

consider almost all common information visualization interaction techniques, classified by Yi et al. as select, explore,

reconfigure, encode, abstract/elaborate, filter, and connect [68]. Nevertheless, the tasks used to compare these visualiza-

tions vary widely, from value retrieval to selection tasks. In order to support device comparability and generalization,

the platform should support low level tasks [26] that can be used as baselines when comparing devices. Thus, the

platform should be able to represent these low level tasks easily.
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Fig. 2. Screen capture of the brushing task using VR. The
points are distributed according to a random function with
predefined values for the horizontal and vertical fields of
view.

Fig. 3. Screenshot of the results preview in the Flex-ER web-
based user interface, for the VR condition. The measures are
defined in the JSON file.

4 FLEX-ER

4.1 Overview

Flex-ER relies on a JSON specification to describe experimental conditions. We use JSON because it has been successfully

used to define grammars of graphics and immersive visualizations [58, 59]. We chose to encompass the whole setting

definition in one file to facilitate sharing and reproducing user studies (C1). This specification file is based on a

component-based structure to facilitate reusing elements. Based on how researchers describe IA user studies in the

reviewed papers, we separate the setting in the data that will be visualized, the visualization of the data, the interaction

techniques, the task, and the apparatus for each condition. This results in six main components: data, inputs, devices,

marks, the interaction state machine ISM, and the task state machine TSM, as depicted in Figure 1. Finally, the conditions

component, declares which devices, inputs and marks are used for each condition. The complete description of Flex-ER

JSON specification can be found as supplemental material. In order to facilitate designing experiments that rely on

Flex-ER JSON specification, we provide two user interfaces: a Designer, to test and debug experimental conditions using

program visualization, and a Runner, to conduct the experiments.

4.2 Our Components

We use an example based on a task comparing brushing across three devices to illustrate Flex-ER components. Brushing

is an interaction technique used to select source points in a view by direct manipulation [32]. This example uses a

low level task to represent brushing in 3D point clouds and compares three devices that support different extended

reality modalities: mobile augmented reality (Ipad), head mounted augmented reality (Hololens) and virtual reality

(head mounted display). The rendering result of this task in the VR headset is depicted in Figure 2.

4.2.1 Data and marks. The data component encompasses both the definition of the data to be visualized and the

visualization settings. In order to make Flex-ER as compatible with Vega Lite [57] as possible, data can come from a

JSON file using the same format as Vega Lite. Furthermore, we provide some standard random data generation methods,

with user defined constraints, to support testing data parameters such as the field of view [50]. The visualization is

then defined through an array of marks. Each mark corresponds to a visualization of the data, mapping marks to visual

channels to data attributes through an encoding following Vega Lite’s model. However, to be able to reference the

mark in other components of the experiment, the mark is declared with a unique ID in addition to the mark type.

Furthermore, to position the mark in 3D space, users can also declare its position, width, height and depth. For now,
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a

b

Fig. 4. JSON used to describe the data and marks for the brushing example.

ba

Fig. 5. JSON used to describe the inputs and devices for the brushing example.

Flex-ER supports bar charts and 3D scatterplots. It is also possible to define marks in an independent component,

through its id, type and encoding. These marks can then be reused in the data component or in the state machines,

using the mark id in the mark field.

For the brushing example, we use a 3D point cloud since it represents the use of 3D scatterplots in immersive analytics

[5, 53], and it has been extensively used for testing pointing techniques in VR [40, 50]. We, therefore, define the data

as a set of 3D points, using a predefined function, that generates 3D points in a constrained field of view, using the

code depicted in Figure 5. This will generate 20 points, at a minimum distance of the center of 1 meter and a maximum

distance of 2 meters, with 80 degrees as horizontal field of view and 50 degrees for the vertical field of view. We use the

mark type point, where the x,y,z coordinates of each point will be mapped to the x,y,z generated values. The data will

be located at (-0.4,1,1.5), as visible in Figure 5-(b). All points have the same diameter of 25 cm.

4.2.2 Devices, Inputs and Signals. Following C1, Flex-ER handles diverse extended reality tools, such as HMD and

augmented reality devices, declared in the devices and inputs components. The device represents the physical tool in

charge of displaying the visualization, such as a head mounted display or a mobile device, and is defined by an id and a

type. Devices can be attached to inputs. We define an input as a signal emitter, that acts as an abstraction of the devices’

events. For example, the same gaze input can receive events from a Hololens, a mobile phone and a VR headset as all of

them rely on a 3D camera to navigate. Furthermore, an input is defined by its type and id. Each one emits a series

of signals, according to its type. Every input emits a position signal, which is updated every time the input position

changes. For now, the supported inputs are gaze, for all devices, handController for the hand detected while using

the Hololens, touchController for touch events on mobile touch devices, and VRController.

In the JSON specification, the three possible devices are declared in the devices section of the JSON, through their

type, and id to be referenced afterwards.

Then, the devices have to be linked to the inputs. In this experiment, we chose the gaze input for the Hololens and

the Ipad, and the VRController input for the VR device. Both of these inputs emit a forward ray signal, used as the

primary mechanism for target selection. We also define trigger signals for these inputs based on the trigger button on

the VR controller, the selection gesture on the Hololens, and a tap on the Ipad screen. All of these inputs provide the

same signals: ray and onTrigger that will be used to drive the interaction.
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ba

Fig. 6. JSON used to describe the ISM and the TSM.

4.2.3 Interaction State Machine. Flex-ER uses a state machine model to define the interaction techniques. Our model is

inspired by the FlowState model [2, 3] since it couples data flow with a state machine and is simple to grasp and use.

The state machine is defined by a series of states, and stores the current state. Transitions enable the system to go from

one state to another according to incoming events. However, we adapted the model to be able to calculate and store

global variables inside each state. Thus, in the Flex-ER JSON specification, a state machine is defined by an array of

states, where each state has an array of actions and transitions.

We define actions to be able to calculate and store values internal to each state. An action is defined by an id, and is

calculated when receiving a signal, that is transformed using a pre-defined function. The result of this transformation

will then be stored, and can then be used as a signal for other actions or for dispatching a transition between states. Each

state transition is defined by a condition based on a boolean signal and the state that will be set as current if the condition

is granted. Furthermore, states can define marks and their encodings. Aside from being used for the visualization, marks

are also used for input feedback, such as a laser ray for VR controllers, using 3D geometric primitives such as cylinders,

spheres, and rings. For now, our model is limited to one state machine to handle interactions.

In our example, there is only one state, selecting, as the behavior of the selection technique does not change. The

selecting state is defined by two actions, hit and selected (Figure 6-(a)). hit is updated every time that the signal

ray changes by applying the function pick to the data objects, that will return the closest intersection between them

and the ray. selected is used to store the hit object once the trigger is pressed. This state also defines marks for the

interaction objects: laserRight and targetMesh. Each of them has a parent, that has to match one of the inputs, and

an encoding. The encoding can be used to give a visual cue that highlights the object that will be selected. For example,

the laserRight mark length will be updated so that the ray stops at the closest intersected object.
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b

c
a

Fig. 7. Screenshot of Flex-ER web-based user interface. The condition preview (a) displays the viewer position and a preview of the
visualization. The user can edit the experiment setting in the JSON editor (c) to see the changes in the preview. He can choose which
condition to play by selecting it on the condition bar (b).

4.2.4 Task State Machine and Measures. Multiple tasks have been used in studies evaluating immersive visualizations,

including distance comparison [67], finding outliers [53] and flow magnitude comparison [65]. These tasks can be

simple, like selecting one target after the other, or more complex, such as revealing the target object only at a certain

distance from it. Therefore, to support a wide range of tasks, we use a second state machine, the TSM, that works

exactly like the ISM, to handle task states.

Besides the TSM states, the task component also includes the measures and repetitions definition. Measures are used

to evaluate task performance, and record participants’ behavior. Flex-ER enables users to define measures derived from

states and actions. For example, the time spent in each state is recorded by default in the measure type ellapsedTime. It

is also possible to apply some generic functions to specific actions to use them as measures, such as count, sum or

mean. Repetitions are used to define consecutive trials, that iterate through data items, for example to repeat the same

task with different random targets.

In this case, the task state machine has one state, SelectingStart that defines four actions (Figure 6-(b)). The action

nextRandom will be defined by the getNext function that returns an object of the specified mark according to an

repetition. The nextTarget action will set the selected attribute value to true in the object stores in nextRandom.

The correct action verifies if the selected target action (calculated in the ISM) matches the target, and the error

action verifies the contrary. A transition verifies if correct is true, in that case, the state machine re-enters the state,

triggering the selection of a new target. The state also handles the encoding of the target object. For this, a conditional

encoding is set on the color, depending on whether the object has its selected attribute set to true or not.

The time is measured for each target acquisition through the timeselecting measure, by measuring the time spent

on the task state, and the number of errors through the errorCount measure, that counts how many times an action

is triggered, in this case, the error action.
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a

Fig. 8. (a) State machine visualizer for a linking task. Inputs are depicted in blue, input signals in red, actions in purple and measures
in green. Arrows are used to depict dependencies, for actions, arrows represent when a value is being used as a signal, for measures,
they represent the origin of the value they are capturing.

4.3 User Interface

In order to facilitate the design of the experimental conditions and interaction techniques, we propose two web-based

user interfaces: the Designer and the Runner UI.

4.3.1 The Designer UI. The first user interface aims at facilitating the experimental condition’s design and prototyping,

depicted in Figure 7.As depicted in Figure 7-a, the user can edit, thanks to the Preview tab, the JSON and visualize

the resulting visualization and their position according to the viewer. To ease the JSON specification, we provide a

visualization of the ISM and the TSM on the Debug tab. The visualization depicts the inputs, the signals, the states and

the actions of both state machines, and their links to the code editor. Once the user selects an item in the state machine

visualization, the code that defines it is highlighted, as depicted in Figure 11 and in the companion video.

Because actions relate differently between them, providing all the information in the state machine diagram would

have resulted in an occluded view, as might happen with visual programming languages [27]. Thus, we rather chose

to restrict all editing to the JSON code, and use the state machine visualization as a program visualization to help

debugging [46].

The user can also select a condition and play it to test it. To further facilitate debugging, the current states of the

running condition will be updated in the state machines visualization. To preview the results of a particular condition,

the measures collected during the test will be displayed as the user realises the experiment in the Results tab. Each

measure is plotted once every time it is recorded, and the results can be downloaded as a CSV file. A screenshot of the

results preview is depicted in Figure 3.

4.3.2 The Runner UI. The second user interface enables experiment operators to run the experiments described with

the Flex-ER specification. A second JSON file is used to specify the blocks and trials for a participant. For now, each

participant sequence can be divided in a set of blocks and each block can contain multiple trials. Each trial references

one of the conditions defined in the file describing the experiment and can be repeated a specified number of times.

The runner interface will indicate the progress on the current study, which device is being used at the current trial

and the URL address of the condition. To actually run the condition, the participant opens the indicated URL on the

navigator on the corresponding device and runs it by pressing the "Start Trial" button. Furthermore, the runner window

enables the experiment runner to download the results at any time.
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Fig. 9. Performance evaluation for the Hololens 1, an Ipad Pro and a Macbook Pro.

4.4 Implementation

The user interfaces of Flex-Er are programmed using React1. The 3D visualizations are based on the libraries BabylonJS2

and ThreeJS3, that work on top of WebVR4, WebXR5 and WebGL 6. The state machine visualizer uses Cytoscape 7.

The system uses a client-server architecture. The clients hosts both the designer and the runner. The communication

between the clients and the server is based on web sockets. Every time the setting is modified, all the other clients are

notified.

Once the user runs the JSON script, it is parsed and then used to create both the visual representation using

BabylonJs or ThreeJS primitives, while handling the events. The system is based on the use of Babylon Observables (i.e.

observable design patterns). First, we create observables for all marks, inputs, signals and actions. Then, we transform

this description into visual objects and add the event listeners according to the signal and action descriptions. Once the

current interaction handler state or the task state changes, the events listeners are detached and reattached according

to the new state specification.

Flex-ER web user interfaces can be used as any React Component. All the functions in charge of attaching the

input, the listeners, of creating the marks, and the apply functions are stored in Javascript maps. To include custom

functions, users can store them in the global map variables customApplyFunctions, customInputListeners and

customMarkBuilders according to the API specifications before importing the Flex-ER component, so they will be

added to the predefined functions. For example, the customApplyFunctions variable maps the apply functions names

to the javascript functions. All the values declared in the args object of the JSON file will be accessible in the custom

function, as the BabylonJS or ThreeJS scenes.

Presently, Flex-ER works on any internet browser supporting WebVR. For mobile, we use the Mozilla XRViewer8 on

IOS because BabylonJS does not yet handle WebXR with augmented reality. We evaluated Flex-ER performance using

a Hololens 1, an Ipad Pro second series, and a MacBookPro Retina 15" equipped with an NVIDIA GeForce GT 750M

2048MB. The results for rendering the 3D scatterplot described in Section 5-2 are depicted in Figure 9.

1https://reactjs.org
2https://www.babylonjs.com
3https://threejs.org
4https://webvr.info
5https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/WebXR𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒𝐴𝑃𝐼
6http://khronos.org/webgl
7http://js.cytoscape.org
8https://labs.mozilla.org/projects/webxr-viewer/
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Fig. 10. The two views used for a linking task in the Hololens.

5 EXAMPLES

This section reports our evaluation by use-cases, inspired by Ledo et al. [37]. As such, we present some examples, where

we showcase the expressiveness of the JSON specification through two low-level task examples (C2), and the usefulness

of the web based interface to facilitate debugging and previewing experiment conditions (C1). In the following, we

provide the high-level description of the state machines describing these examples while the full JSON definitions are

given in the supplemental material.

5.1 Debugging Linking Task

Following the second challenge (tasks), Flex-ER must support basic information visualization tasks such as brushing,

navigating and linking. Brushing, i.e. example described in Section 4, consists of the selection, by direct manipulation,

of source points in a view [32]. Brushing will result in a visual representation of the relationships between the source

points and the target points in coordinated views, called linking [32]. This scenario corresponds to a use case where

a researcher wants to extend the custom brushing technique with linking, and compare it across the three devices

compared to in the Section 4.

To design a low-level task to represent linking, the researcher considers that the user, when exploring linked views,

goes from one view to another to inspect the different attributes of a selected object. Therefore, they design a pointing

task where the user has to select first an element in a view, and then inspect the related element in a second view. They

first decide to test the potential color encoding. Since Flex-ER specification separates the task from the interaction

management, the researcher only needs to modify the data and task definitions of the brushing setting. The resulting

state machines for this task are depicted in Figure 8.

Similar to the previous experimental design, the researcher uses random data. However, this time they generate 3D

points inside specific ranges and with six numeric random attributes: x,y,z,a,b and c. This experiment contains two

views, as depicted in Figure 10 representing different attributes of the same data. They keep the same visualization than

before, but for this task they include an explicit separation of the two views, by rendering a border around the points.

Each visualization encodes three of the six attributes of the data through the points’ position. The apparatus and the

interaction technique are the same as the ones defined for the brushing experiment in Section 4.

This task, contrary to the brushing task, needs two states to handle the two-step selection: a first state, called

selecting_start handles the target selection in the source view, and a second state, called selecting_end, handles it

in the target view. The selecting_start state is similar to the task state of the brushing experiment, except that there

are now two marks instead of one, ie. one for each view.
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Fig. 11. Once the user clicks on a state machine node, the code corresponding to the node is highlighted. In this case the user clicks
on the time measure node to correct the wrong state.

The cloud point encoding depends on the state; if the current state is selecting_start, the selected target will have

a different color in the source view, if it is selecting_end, the selected target will be different on the target view. The

action used to compare the current selection to the target element will be calculated in the selecting_end state, as the

measures, as this state corresponds to the user linking the source view to the target view.

Once the researcher has finished the JSON setup, they test the condition using an iPad by pressing the play button

on the corresponding condition. Looking at the results tab at the same time than they conduct the experiment, they

notice that the time measure is being recorded before than the error measure. To address this issue, they open the debug

tab, and notice that the time measure is attached to the selecting_start state instead of the selecting_end state. By

clicking on the node representing the measure, the corresponding code is highlighted, as depicted in Figure 11, and

they can correct it by replacing the state selecting_end in the code. This visual mapping enables users to rapidly see

the relationship between the task elements, thus facilitates debugging the interaction techniques and the task inner

working.

5.2 Adapting a navigation task

For our second scenario, we imagine that a researcher wants to adapt a user study he received from a colleague. The

original user study compares two AR devices, an iPad and an Hololens. This experimentation uses an interaction

technique for the tasks of panning and zooming, i.e. explore and elaborate [68] the scene, and uses a 3D scatterplot as

in the previous examples (see companion video). The low-level task used in this case is again selecting the element of

interest, except this time the object is visible only when the visualization is close enough to the participant. This task is

commonly used for comparing multi-scale navigation techniques [51].

This task is defined through a state machine with three states in Flex-ER. The first one, init initialises the position

of the visualization, so that the it is at the same position every time a trial begins. Once the mark position is setup, there

is a transition to the target invisible state, where an action is used to calculate the distance between the camera and

the mark. If the distance is less than a specified threshold, the state machine enters the target visible state where the

target is red instead of yellow, and the user can select it to begin the next trail.

The navigation is achieved in both devices through panning and zooming. Both devices receive the signals pan. The

panning is controlled by the hand position given by the Hololens, and with a drag gesture on the iPad. Because the
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Fig. 12. Preview visualizations for different bar chart sizes (a) size of 1 meter per side, (2) size of 0.5 per side.

panning in the iPad only considers two dimensions, the pinch signal is used to move the mark along the direction of

the ray between the camera and the mark, to zoom-in or zoom-out.

In this use case, the researcher would like to change the visualization, and use a bar chart instead. To achieve this,

they change the data definition in the JSON specification to use data coming from a JSON file instead, and to encode it

through a bar mark, keeping the same id attribute for the data and the mark that was used in the original setting. They

then add the bar mark definition to the marks section of the file. Once they update the designer setting, they realise

through the visualization previewer that the bar chart is too big in relation to the viewer size, as depicted in Figure

12-a. To correct this, they try different mark sizes by changing the corresponding attribute in the code, until they are

satisfied with their choice, depicted in Figure 12-b. The task will work exactly as before: the bar chart will be positioned

at the initial position at the beginning of the trial and the target bar will be displayed only once the viewer is close

enough to the mark.

6 USER EVALUATION

In order to assess Flex-ER, we collected qualitative feedback, following a walkthrough demonstration approach [37].

Walkthrough demonstrations can help collect feedback on the utility of a toolkit, as the participant does not directly

use the toolkit, they can focus on the value of having access to it. We conducted interviews with three researchers (1

female, 2 male, ages from 28 to 45) and two research engineers (2 males, ages from 23 and 37) working on immersive

visualizations.

6.1 Procedure

We conducted remote video interviews that lasted 40 minutes in average. We started by collecting information about

the participant background, his or her common practices regarding immersive visualizations and user studies in general.

We then presented Flex-ER, explaining first the JSON specification and second, demonstrating the system through

a demo with the two uses cases previously described in Section 5. We encouraged the participants to regularly ask

questions if needed. The interview ended with a series of questions to collect their feedback.

6.2 Participant background and common practices

The five participants had already designed immersive visualizations for different applications domains: aeronautics

(P2, P3), geovisualization (P4,P5) and energy visualization (P1). Three of them had already designed, conducted and

implemented user studies to evaluate immersive visualization interaction techniques: P3, P4 and P5 rely mostly on web

based technologies, P1 on Unity, and P2 on C. P1 is the only one who used another tool for prototyping, Maquette, and
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was also disappointed by the tool due to its lack of flexibility. All of them mentioned using different devices, such as

Hololens, VR Headsets and mobile augmented reality. However, they mentioned that they mostly develop applications

with only one device in mind. Nevertheless, P3 had to develop the same interactive visualization for desktop and for

VR headeset, while P1 for Hololens and VR headsets. P2, working with physical displays, switches between a desktop

simulator and the actual physical display. The three of them mentioned that some code changes are required to switch

between these devices, making it cumbersome to switch between devices while testing.

Regarding their code sharing practices, two of them share their application code on public repositories, but none of

them share the code used to run the experiments. P1 mentioned that this code is too specific to each project. P1 and P2

also share systematically their experiment results and statistical code to process the results.

6.3 Flex-ER qualitative feedback

Overall, the participant feedback was positive. When asking them if they though the tool could be useful for them,

P1 mentioned it could be especially useful to "generate very quickly studies", P2 mentioned that it could be helpful

"when people are confined at home" to run experiments remotely, and P3, P4 and P5 stated that it would help testing

different studies in different devices easily. P4 also mentioned that even if he does not usually test his applications with

users he would be curious to do so using Flex-ER. P5 found the modularity of the approach particularly useful, as it

enables reusing experiments, and fixing one aspect of the user study, such as the data, while varying another, such as

the devices.

We then asked the participants to describe concrete use cases where Flex-ER could be helpful for their current

research activities. We summarize two of them next.

6.3.1 Simulating a physical display. P2 is currently doing research on levitating particle displays [55]. To enable

interaction techniques with these particles, he is studying different techniques to avoid collisions between them acting

on one particle’s trajectory through user interaction. He mentioned that Flex-ER could be useful to visualize these

different techniques, as it would enable describing the different avoiding collision strategies and visualize the resulting

3D trajectories using 3D spheres instead of the actual physical particles. To achieve this, he could extend the system

with the actions that receive the user input and calculate the trajectory of the selected sphere according to the strategy,

that would determine the sphere position. He could then drive the interaction using an augmented reality display like

the Hololens, for example.

6.3.2 Exploring interaction techniques. P5 studies how to facilitate urban planning tasks through geo-visualization. In

this scenario, buildings can be visualized in an immersive environment using various attributes such as shape, volume

and graphic representation. To simulate urban changes, it can be useful to interactively change the city, for example

replacing a building with a different one. To achieve this, geo-visualization experts aim to design simple interactions

that support easily navigating between different scales. This high level task could potentially be represented with a more

low level task, in order to compare different navigation techniques. Furthermore, using Flex-ER, different interaction

techniques and tasks could be quickly tested and showcased to final users as to observe and learn about their practices,

to improve their design.
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Fig. 13. Form based GUI to facilitate the JSON editing. Users can choose predefined values from fixed lists of values, to avoid mistakes.

6.4 Improvement possibilities

At the end of the interview we asked participants if there were some other features they would like to see in the

environment and if they would change something about it. We summarize here three possibilities for improvement,

mentioned by several participants.

6.4.1 JSON specification. P1, P3, P4 and P5 mentioned that it might be difficult to navigate and understand the JSON

code. P1 suggested that, even if having the whole study description in one file is useful, providing a visual encoding

of the different components might facilitate navigating in the code. P3 would like to have more feedback about what

the predefined function do in the interface. P4 mentioned that having some predefined templates in the interface

would make it easier to test different experiments. P5 would like to be able to edit the code through the state machine

visualization, through direct manipulation of nodes and edges. As stated in Section 4, we chose to limit the editing to

the JSON file, to avoid occlusion. Nevertheless, to partially alleviate this problem, we implemented a GUI based on the

JSON structure, that better depicts the different elements in the definition and constraints the inputs to limit errors, as

depicted in Figure 13.

6.4.2 Importing 3D objects. P1, P3 and P5 noted that it could be useful to import 3D objects in the scene, both to use

them as visual marks and to have more realistic scene backgrounds in the VR conditions. P1 mentioned that using

VR can be useful to simulate environments that are not accessible otherwise, and P5 said it might be interesting to

study the background effects on the visualizations. Adding these functionalities to Flex-ER is straightforward because

Three.js and Babylon.JS support importing 3D objects.

6.4.3 Replaying conditions. P1, P4 and P5 would like to be able to replay the conditions after they have ended, for

example replaying the interaction or the positions of the participants. Because we use observables to handle all input

signals and actions, we can also use them as measures in the task state machine, and log them. Therefore, adding a

replay function would only require adding an additional visualization to plot the different values across time.

7 DISCUSSION

We presented Flex-ER, an environment to prototype experimental conditions for Immersive Analytics (IA) user studies.

Flex-ER takes inspiration from existing visualization toolkits and grammars such as Vega [57], IATK [14] and DXR [59],

but also includes experimental tasks definition. We discuss Flex-ER limitations and future work.
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7.1 Evaluation

We evaluated Flex-ER using a demonstration and a walk-through approach [37]. We chose two use case examples

based on existing abstract tasks to evaluate interaction techniques: select, connect, abstract/elaborate and explore, and

conducted remote interviews with five users working in immersive analytics. However, our evaluation is limited by the

number of examples (2) and the number of participants (5). Even if we did not provide examples for the other three

information visualization interaction techniques identified by Yi et al. [68] we believe the task definition is flexible

enough to describe them. For example, the same manipulation techniques used for the navigation task described in

Section 5 could be used to test interaction techniques to reconfigure the views.

Furthermore, the participants did not use the system themselves. We chose this approach to let them focus on the

potential usability of the system rather than on learning how to use it. Thus, it is hard to assess the threshold [45]

of the system at this stage. Nevertheless, the participants’ feedback suggests that the JSON specification might be

hard to understand. We believe that the GUI added after the evaluation might partially alleviate this problem. Further

evaluations, for example, an observation study [37] where researchers can use the system themselves to implement

studies, would give us further insights about the usability of Flex-ER.

7.2 Flexibility

We chose to use a simple model for the interaction handling, allowing only one state machine. We also chose to use this

approach because of its simplicity, providing a low threshold [45], at the cost of lowering the ceiling [45]. This might

limit the interaction techniques that we can represent. For example, it would be cumbersome to represent interaction

techniques that require hierarchical state machines [6] such as different dragging behaviors according to a button press.

Furthermore, Flex-ER is also limited by the existing pre-defined functions that create visualizations and handle input

and interaction techniques. Nevertheless, users are able to add custom functions, but this requires coding them directly

in Javascript.

Second, it is not possible to handle more than one device in a condition. It could be interesting to couple multiple

devices with different input modalities, and it would be possible by extending the current client/server architecture. For

example, to use a mobile phone as a joystick to navigate in the scene coupled with an Hololens for the visualization.

7.3 Scalability

We chose to implement Flex-ER using web technologies to ensure interoperability across devices. In addition, we

focused on abstract tasks for testing interaction techniques. For these reasons, and because the rendering is not fully

optimized, as depicted in Figure 9, visualizations with a large number of objects do not maintain a 60 fps rate in all

devices. Using progressive visualization techniques [38], or more scalable rendering techniques [14, 54] could make

Flex-ER more scalable, which we leave for future work.

8 CONCLUSION

We presented Flex-ER, a platform to prototype and conduct user studies to evaluate interaction techniques for immersive

visualizations, aimed at making these kind of studies more reproducible. Flex-ER relies on a JSON specification that

describes the data, the visualization, the interaction techniques, and the devices and inputs for a user study. The
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interaction techniques are defined using a state machine, with enough flexibility to handle user defined input signals.

These are independent of the device and can be easily reused. Furthermore, we provide a second state machine to handle

the tasks, as to make the studies task oriented, and enable the reuse of these tasks. We presented two use cases where we

showcased how Flex-ER supports describing two low-level tasks to evaluate four of the seven information visualization

interaction techniques identified by Yi et al. [68]: select, connect, abstract/elaborate and explore. Flex-ER was well

received by five users working on immersive visualizations in a preliminary user evaluation, as they appreciated its

modular approach. Furthermore, their qualitative feedback provides interesting directions for future work such as

adding the possibility to import 3D objects and replaying conditions.
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